
AXIA is a privately-owned, European-based investment banking group, with offices in Nicosia, Athens, London, New
York, Milan and Lisbon; regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (License No: 086/07). We
provide advice to both corporate clients and investment funds on a full range of corporate finance assignments across
industries. We aim to provide our clients with expert advice, innovative solutions and outstanding execution, by
offering a highly effective and customized approach to each and every client. Our entrepreneurial ethos and close ties
to both industry and the investment banking community, set us apart from other advisors in the region.

Today, AXIA is actively seeking a junior Equity Research Analyst to join our team in Nicosia. This is a unique
opportunity for motivated professionals to be exposed to the financial services sector. Applicants should possess a
positive attitude and be enthusiastic, diligent, pro-active and assertive team players.

Role:
 Conduct macroeconomic, political and company specific research
 Participate in the preparation and the maintenance of financial models
 Assist in the preparation of research reports
 Produce presentations and other relevant documentation

Skills and Qualifications:
 Genuine interest to monitor, analyze and understand economic indicators at macro and micro level
 Strong interpersonal, writing, communication and presentation skills
 Solid academic record with a University degree indicating academic acumen and analytical capacity 
 Fluent written and spoken Greek and English
 Proficiency in MS office
 Prior experience is not a prerequisite but skills in financial modeling and fundamental analysis could be a plus

Position Details:
 Full time position
 Salary dependent on qualifications and experience
 Candidate must meet ANAD government scheme requirements (age, studies and relevant work experience)

AXIA is an equal opportunities employerwww.axiavg.com

Seeking an Equity Research Analyst, for 
our Nicosia Office!

This advertisement is not a binding offer and the company reserves the right to proceed with any applicant it chooses or not to proceed at all. For more 
information regarding the processing of personal data and AXIA’s privacy practices, view our Privacy Notice. AXIA is supervised by the Cyprus Securities 
and Exchange Commission (license number 086/7). 

Application Instructions:

Submit electronically here: 
Online Application Form. 

All applications will be 
treated in strict confidence
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